R.E.
Maths

P.E.

Number

Games

- read, write, order and round numbers within 1000
- add & subtract numbers with up to three digits,
using formal written methods of column + & - solve problems, including missing number problems,
using number facts & place value
- write & calculate mathematical statements for x &
÷ using the x tables that they know
- progress to written methods for x & ÷

juse

Jesus, The Teacher
- to know and retell the story of The Presentation of

- explore different styles of throwing

Jesus in the Temple

- throw, catch, kick and strike a ball

-know that Jesus was a Jew and that He called

- be aware of space and use it to support team-mates

people to follow Him

Dance

-know that Jesus travelled around teaching people

- explore different dance actions e.g. travel, turn, jump,

-know ways that we can follow Jesus

stillness, gesture
- explore use of space within a routine e.g. levels, directions

and pathways

The Easter Story

SSM

- know the events of the Easter Story (Holy Week)

- count money in £ and pence

Year 3

- add and subtract money

Spring Term

- calculate perimeter
- measure and compare mass

PSHE
Keeping Safe
- be able to recognise a range of warning signs and
spot dangers we may find at home
- know the importance of listening to trusted adults
- understand ways we can keep ourselves and others
safe at home
- identify the differences between safe & risky choices
Computer Safety/Making Friends Online

French
All About Me!

Computing
Online Safety
-explore why spending too much time using technology

- be able to name members of my family

can sometimes have a negative impact on us

- be able to use colour to describe objects

and a ‘fact’ online

- be able to describe likes and dislikes
- to be able to ask about and comment on the weather

-recognise the difference between a ‘belief’, an ‘opinion’
Spreadsheets
-start to input simple data into a spreadsheet
Animation

-learn the importance of using technology safely,

-sequence clips of mixed media in a timeline and

respectfully and responsibly

record a voiceover

-recognise & discuss acceptable/unacceptable online

-use animation tools in presenting software to create

behaviour

simple animations

